End-User License Agreement
1. Definitions
In these terms and conditions the following, words shall have the following meanings:
“you” means the person buying the Product; “product” means the eBook(s) on the
improvised line, we emailed to you or was downloaded by you, be it one book by itself or
in combination with other Products from the miaim.com.au website; “we” means miAim
and its directors.
2. License to Use
We grant you a non-exclusive license to use the Product in connection with our Services.
You may print, but you may not modify, reverse engineer or decompile the Product
contained in or on the Product or any part of it (save to the extent expressly permitted by
law). You may not transfer, assign, sub-license or otherwise distribute or enable a third
party to use the Product or any part of it.
You are solely responsible for taking prudent and appropriate measures to back up data
and otherwise protect against the loss of data.
Further you agree to keep secret and in a safe place any passwords or other access
devices you may be provided with in order to prevent any unauthorized use of the
Product.
3. Intellectual Property Rights
miAim and its directors as the case may be, own all the copyright, design rights, “look
and feel”, trade marks and other intellectual property rights in and to the Product. The
fact that we have supplied you with the Product(s) does not mean that we have
transferred any of miAim or its directors rights in the Product to you; we have simply
permitted you to use it strictly on the terms and conditions of this license.
4. Customer Services
If you need any help with the Product(s) please email us at the links on the Contact Us
page on this website. http://miaim.com.au/contact/ email: miaiminfo@miaim.com.au
5. Limitation of Liability
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Product is furnished to you “as is”
without any warranty, conditions, representations or other terms regarding the Product.
6. Disclaimer
Neither miAim nor its directors warrant that the Product will meet requirements of your
computer system or that the operation of the Product will be error free. miAim has
compiled the Product(s) in an easy-to-read pdf format, free of any known viruses, worms,
torjan horses or other code that may manifest contaminating or destructive properties at
the time of publication. You are responsible for implementing sufficient procedures and
checkpoints to ensure your own device(s) protections. To the extent permitted by law
miAim and its directors disclaim and exclude all warranties, representations, conditions
and other terms of any kind, express or implied or whether arising by statute, law or
otherwise. This clause does not affect your statutory rights.
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